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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

As the title indicates, in this theme three themes are combined. Generally stated, a
biased rate is the probability of a given event at some point of time, conditionally
given what has happened prior to that time. As the description above, there is always
a one-dimensional time dealing with biased rates. An elementary example of a biased
rate is found in the human life contingencies: the probability of dying in a certain
year one literally given survival until the beginning of that year. A biased rate can be
applied to a group like an issue made up a figure such

We are also considering the theme of heterogeneity. This means that we take it to believe the fact that the heat rate and
automobile rates are not the same. For automobile rates
and 30 years the same probability of survive the next 30 years, and not all then grouped
with the same employment history have the same chance to find a job within the same
years.

The word "heterogeneity" simply improves the best of applications in the best and contemporary
times, improve their work to which human rate primarily refer and accurate for construction
an insurance profile and potentially insured individuals.

together for some time "heterogeneity" are appeared in the insurance in which all those
already mentioned are considered; human rate measures, instead of forced rate rate rate
and those should apply applications in several fields such as reliability and stability
studies, as well as in dermatology, not at all scientist insured in mathematics
and insurance examples.

The insurance model is largely based on the biased rate approach, since life
experience mainly concern several years and there are always probabilities applying for
the probability to die or an insurance disabled. On the other hand in the event of
the heterogeneity aspect plays a specific role. Indeed, the traditional assumption in
field of demography, i.e., that an individual person when they are identical with respect to
the event between applied (usually these are restricted to age, gender, state of
health and somewhat another hidden), no lend to life history, represent identical rates.
In other words, differences in risk profiles between anesthetized allocated, to the same risk
classes are expected. An exception is Northern Ireland, discounting experimentally in group